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TeacheriJudgments and Pupil'Observations:

Beauty in the Eye of the BeholUer

.1-eta Morine-Dershimer

The data to be reported.in this paper form one small part of a

larger study'On Teacher.and Pupil Perceptions of,Classroom.Interactione.

which was in turn a part of the larger Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

funded by the California State Commission on Teacher Preparation and

Licensing, ana'directed by David I3erliner at the' Far. West Laboratory.
,

The Beginning Teacher Evaluation was designed to .generate new and promising

vAriables for further study of 'teaching effectiveness. The study of
-* 4

Teacher and Pupil Perceptions of ClaSsroom Interaction waibuilt on the

- premise that the two major participants in classroom interaction - the

teacher and the pupil were an important source of information that had

not been fullytapped. We eleCted, therefore, to gather data from those

participants ix order to identify new and promising variables related to

LeAching effectiveness. The final report identifies several such variables.

:;ubjects

'The subjects of the study were forty classroom teachers located in four

different sections of California. There were twenby-secoad grade teachers

and twentY fifth grade teachers, whowere selected from a group of two

hundred volunteer teachers to represent a geographic range, to provide a

di,;cribution in terms of pupil ability, to include a' variety of teaching

.1scyles, and most importantly, to provide differences in pupil_pain scores

resulting from special two-week units of instrUction in reading and mathematics.

At each grade level our subjects included ten.teachers with 'high average pupil

gain scores and An.teachers with low average pupil gain scores on these '

instructional units.

Within the,classroom of each of the forty.teacher subject1 group of
-

twelve pupils was identified. These pupils formed a randomly\selected
;

*Greta Morine and Elizabeth Vallance, Teacher av4 Pupil Perceptions of ClaSS-
room Interaction, Beginning Teacher Evc.tation Study.Technical Report
#75-11-6, San Francisco, Far West Laboratory, 1975.
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stratified sample of the total,classroom, based on reading achievement
.4) These tWelve pupils formed-a group to who;r1 teachers taught two lessons f.09

the teaCher-pupil perceptions - one lesson in reading:and one in math.

A second pupil sample, which Was a subset of the first, Were pupils with
whom small group interviews were held to gather'information about-what.pupils
observed teachers doing. Briefly, a random selectn whs Made of pupils
from participating classrooms within the Bay Area to set up six groups of '

four rpils each. At second gradestilere was.a group of four low achi vers
-in 20ading, a'graup of fdUr-middle achievers, 'and a group of\tour high

1achievers. This was repeated at fifth grade. Within each group of four
there were pupils from different school systems and different classrooms. .. 4.

Procedures

The two tasks within the study on which this paper Will concentrate are
the Teacher Judgment TaSk and a corollary activity-bf pupils.that was part
of the Pupil Concepts of Teaching Task:, These tasks ere designed to g

.anfiwer the following kinds o questiOns:
. ,

1. What types of things o teachrs perceive when they observe other

teachers engaged in classroom interacfion?, What judgments do they
make about appropriateness'oFteaching moves in variods types of

situations? On what.do they-base these judgments?-4an teachers
be differentiated on this.basis? If so, are these differences

_

-------------reIated-to-teacter-differetilliTpupil gain scores?
, /

,

.72. What kinds of teaching behavior are salient to pupils? How do

pupils interpret or conceptualize this behavior? Can pupils be

'differentiated on thisiis? If so,care thLe differences'

related to pupil achievement and/or grade level?

C
Teachers were

4

given sample curriculum materials on a mathematical system
cal%gd a attice.(sde Appendix), and asked to plan a leSson that yOuld be

appropriate for their pupils. This lesson was observed apd-audiotaped. When0 ,

the lesson was completed, the i'eacther was intervieged, and'the'intervie 'W"
,r 0

consisted of three baic tasks.

, The Teacher'Judgment Task provided an opportunity for teachers to view
)

other teachers teaching the same kind ot content that they themselves had . "

just taught. A iiideotape was shown to the teachers, presenting segments of ,

five different lattice lessons, taught to small groups of pupils fromgrades .

y two, four and five.



Variation in Lessons Viewed. The lessenS were varied in a number of

different, ways. In Lesson One a group of fifth graders "invented" their own

probles, .while the teacher wrote them on the board, organizing them according
A

to type of operation. The teacher accepted all pupil ideas. In Lesson Two

a group of second graders also invented their own,problems, but they them-

selves drew arrows on a large chart.in order to show their problems to the

rest of the class. The teacher frequently redrew these arrows to make Ehem

larger or straighter. ln.Lesson Three the teachev-used an inductive discovery

method to lead a group of fourth grade students to realize that altsrnating

arrows cancelled each other% A series of problems with alternating arrows

were written on the board. When pupils made an error the problem was "saved".

for them to answer later, and the teacher wrote the puOil'"S initial next to

the problem as a reminder. In Lesson Four a second grade group used individual

worksheets to draw arrows and find answers to problems-posed verbally 'by the-
/ .

teacher. The teacher held a large paper arrow and demonstrated problems with

this arrow and a number chart. NO problems were written down. This\teacher

used a great deal of positive rJinforcement. When a pupil gave an incorrect

auswer other pupils were invited-10 help in arriving at the correct answer.

hi Lesson Five a fifth grade gtoup worked individually to place a geometric

igure On a lattice according to a "code" (probfem) that described the figure

is(l its placement. When 4 pupil had difficulty the teacher gave additional
.

dir_ec:zions-so---that,-the-pup4-1-could-scrive-the rirbblem alone.

Content focus of the lessons varied as well. Lessons One and Three

(fwirh fifth and fclurth graders) dealt with the mathematical properties of

the lattice (what operations were possible; how reciprocal operations funtioned).

Lessons Two and Four (with second graders) focused on the numerical value of

the arrows (t = +10, 4, -10). Lesson' Five (with fifth graders) presented

the 14ttice as an arraugoment in space, and related it to geometry.

- Teacher Interviews. After each lesson sequence the interviewer stopped

the videotape and asked the following questions: -

a. What do you notice about this teacher's generalapproach to the

lattice lesson?
r'n %

b. Which specific teaching procedures in this lesson seem particularly

appropriate to you?

c. Were tIle-ie any'specific teaching procedures in this lesson that

seemed inappropriate to\you? Why?

5



after all sequences had been observed and commented upon in this

manner, the interviewer asked for comparisons of"the lessons, with regard

to whether some lessons seemed. more interesting or more sucfessfnl than the

others; whether. there were any differences in the way the various teachers

reacted to pupil errors; and whether there were any differences in the way

the various teachers personalized the leSSon or seemed,to deal with pupil

feelings. Teacher respenes to these questions were audiotaped for later

coding.

Pupil Interviews. At a later point in time the small groups of:lour

pupils each were shown two of these same five videotaped.lessons. The

pupils were told:

A few weeks ago yop had a lesson about a la4ice. Do you remember
the lattice? Here is what it looked like. Here are some problems
on the lattice. Do you remember how to do them? Good. You
remembered a lot. gell, we're going to look at some videotapes of
teachers teaching a lesson on fhe lattice. First we'll look at a
fourth grade group,"then at a second grade group. We'll just see
part of each lesson. After each lesson I'm go±ng to ask you what
you notibed that teacher'doing.

Two.vidAtaPed segments were played and After each iegment pupils were

aNked what they had seen; and their comments were written &win on chart,paper.

10; they watched the videotapes pupils were very attentiVe tb the lessons,

outoanbwers to the.4oblems being posed to the videotaped class, and.-

checking the accuracy ofttheir answers.

Analysis of Data. The responses of teachers and pupils to these tasks

wre coded 04ough use of a basic category,dystem that 14.as developed to

reflect the comments made (that is, it was not a preconceived category system)
S.

aneto compare responses.ncr'osS several iaskS in the/tLacher-pupil perception

study. iable 1 Shows'the five major categories in this system, as well as
s

the sub-categories, and notes the pattern, of responses from one task to

'another. In additIon to this basic.category system a task-specific category
V

system was developed to reflect particular-aspects of the Teacher Judgment

:Task. The task-spepific categories are presented in Chart 1.

Tests of Interviewer Influence. Each teacher wps interviewed twice by

one in rviewer. All interviewers had been trained together, but since the

interview schedule was rather openended and invited probing questions by the''

interviewer, a check was made to determine whether thettequency of teacher°

6



response varied systematically according to interviewer. Each r'.nterviewer

worked with a different group pf teachers. 'Eor the Teacher Judgment Task,

the total number. of 6ypes of judgments that teachers made (categories
(mentioned) was compared by interviewer. Using a one-way analysis of variance,

it was found that interviewers were not significantly different in the

frequency of teacher responses they obtained for the various tasks.
.

Afr

4.
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Table 1

Basic Category System

.A Comparison of Category -Lite in Rr!ation to Various Tasks

Teacher Stimulated Pupil Concepts,'

Judgment Recall of Teaching

General.Approach
A. .Goals

. B. Instructional Strategy
C. Sequence of Procedures
D. Teacher'vs. Pupil Structure
E. Teacher Activity
F. Pupil. Activity-

G. Management/Contr61
H.f Seating Arrangement
I. Composltion of troup
J. Pupil Outcomes
A. Teacher Style

II. Materi.als

,

A. -Preparation of Materials x o x

B. Type of Materials, , x x ,x

C. Teacher Use of Materials, . -x x -x

D. Pupil Use of Materials x x x

III. CognitiVe Aspects

A. Teacher Introduction x x x

Teacher Directions o x x

C. Tea-cher Qudstioning .

1( x -x
D. Teacher Selection of Pupils for

Discussion ' 0
; X X

E. Teacher Wait for Response x x x
------------F7--TeaofterExp1anation x x x

G. . TeaCher Response to Right/Wrong Answers x /1 x x

H. TeacherSummary and Review of Lesson o x .x
I Vocabulry x x . x

J. Content Focus . , . x

K. Data (selectiOn, organization,
amount) x x' x

Pacinggimq 0 'x x

Pupil Abiltty . x x x

Pupil Background, Preparation, Needs o x o n..

0. Pupilideas o x o

P. Pupil Learning o x x

: .

IV. Affective Aspects
.

A. teacher...Enthusiasm x
B. Teacher Attttude Toward Pupils . x

C. Teacher Use of Positive Reinforcement o

D. Teacher Language
E. Pupil Participation/Attention x

F. Pupil Oehavior o

G. Pupil Feelings o
ft Teacher Image :o .

N, ,

V. Physical Aspects

A. Pupil Comfort
B. Teacher/Pupil Movement
C. Teacher/Pupil Proximity
p, Nisual/Auditory

Classroom as a Whole
F. . Non-vertm1 Communication

0

X X
O 0

X , X
O .X

X 0
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Judgmental/Factual ,

- judged appropriate

-- - judged inapprdpri

0 - neutral, or fact af observation

CHART I

Task-:Specific CateOries .

,

lea.ch er

."Interference"

0 - inaccurate observation

uhusual interpretation

? - uncertainty,

Makes,:Comparisons

..4_,...compares_to_own_tCh_ing situaticn

T -:colApares.to other taped teacher§

%

Universal/Situational

C - categorical rule proclaimed

S - appropriateness is situational

I - indicates doesn't Itave all

necessary information to
verify or make jtdjment

Curiosity

IP- wants to know more about a
procedure

N - notes it's a new idea

U - unexpectedness - shows surpri:

at an event

Considers Alternatives

A - proposes alternative procedun

R - revies earlier judgment

.Generalizatiohs.About.Teachers - makes staiements (without probing) that

synthesize observations, noting similarities and differences among the group

-

of teach,ors on videotape, or noting similarities and differences among teachers

in general. 0

Witholding Judqment - a score obtained by summing the neutral or'factual ob-

Servations (0), thecomment§ indicating that approprie.teness is situational (S)

the indications that information is lacking (I); and the instances of revising

an earlier judgment (R).
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Findings

Briefly most of the findings On_the Teacher Judgment Task are contained

in Table 2. .There Were several statistically significant differeceE
1

between teachers oT high and low.average pupilgain scores. 'Fifth vade

teachers with high pupil gain score's noted more frequently that they

needed more information in order to ma)ce A judgment, and were less apt

to make categorical as opposed to situational comments (a situational

comment was one like, "well, that might work well with scraTid grAde children").

Second grade teathers with high pupil gain scores,werc: w.yre apt.to note an(

idea or technique.that was new and interesting. The,original expectation was

that this might be a rough measure of curiosity, but as the table-indicates,

t,

there were very few instances of thiStype of rc,sp-onse. Teachers at both

grad&levels"with high.pupil gein scores more frequently made comparisons

between themselves and the teachers they viewed on videotape. The teachers

were invited in the directions lo make comparisons amonuthe'teachers on
\

videotape, but th y tended instead to draw comparisons to themselves.

Tables 3 and 4 show statistically significant differences arising

from teachers' sui mary jddgments. That is, at the end of vieWing all five

le..,ons, teachers were asked among other things which lessons were Most-

ropriate_wi th rstgatd.to_Machet_responses to pupil prrnrs° Two_lessons___
stood.out here. In Lesson 2 a secrmd'grade teacher said "good" very freqUently

and very sweetly but_coriected almost every pupil answer in one way ,or another,

even.to the point Df redrawing their arrows foethem to make theln straighter

or darker. In Lesson 3 a fourth grade teacher said "No." %then a child was

wrong, theninitialled the problet to save it for that'child, going on mean-
, F I #while to other similar problemS that would assist the child in solving his

problem. Teachers with high pupil gain scores were more apt to judge Lesson 2

negatively. Teachers with low pupil gain scores were more apt to judge

Lesson 3 negatively. Itiwas from this result that the subtitle for this.paper

was dra.Wn -- "Beauty in the Eye of the Beholder" -- for to this investigator

Lesson 3 was indeed beautiful, but to eleven classroom teachers-it-was
-

seriously Lacking in some essential ingredient.



TABLE

COMPARION OF MEANS BY PUPIL GAIN SCORE

Second.Grade 'Fifth Grade Combined

.,

Noted Ndeded More
Information Before
Making Judgment

High Pupil
Gain .

Scores
(N=5)*

Low Pupil
Gain
Scotes
f ', -1.0)

High Pupil.
'.Gain

Scores
(N=9)

Low Pupil
Gain
Scores
(N=9) .

High Pupil
' , Gain
Scores

. (N=14)

Loci Pupi.

Gain
'Scores

(N=19)

2.4

,

%

.....

3.6
%

.

3.9 13 3.4 2.7

.

Noted An Idea or
Technique that wi.il

.Mew and Interestirk .2

,

..2 .4

-

.

.2
. . :1*

Made Categorical vsi
Situational Comments 6.0 5.0 , 7.5 5.2 6.2L4.8

Compared Taped
Teachers to Self 7.4 3.9 5.0 ,

i

3.6

.

c--
t5.9

**
3.7

* t-test of significance, p < .05, df=14 (2nd grade) and 17 (5th grade)

** 1,_test_af. significance, p< 1O df17 5thgrada.) and 32(combined)

1,1
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TABLE 3

JUDGMENTS ON TEACHER RESPONSE TO PUPIL ERRORS:

Lesson 2 - Teacher Corrects Pupils Frequently (2nd grade)

High Pupil
Gain Seure

Low Pupil .

Gain Scores

Judged,
Negatively

7

2

Di'dn't.Judge
Negatively

Fisher's Test of Exact Probability, p = .0191

TABLE 4

17

JUDGMENTS ON TEACHER RESPONSE TO PUPIL ERRORS:

Leson 3,- Teacher Saves Problem for Pupil to Correct Own. Error (46 grade)
.

Judged
Negatively

High.Pupil
Gain Scores

Didn't Judge
Negatively

10

LOW 'Pupil

Gain ScoYes

X2 = 3.05, p<'.10

f 1 2



Vow, how do these teacher responses relate ta ptipil responses to two

Of he same videotaped lessons? First, it's important to note that the

Pdpils were not asked to make judgments about'appropriateness of teacher

behavior. They wer merely asked, "whet did you see-the teaCher doing?"

The important findirlg for. purposes of this study was ihat pupils of all

grade leV'els'and ability groups tended to comment most frequenEly on'Teacher
./

Responses to Right/Wrong Answers and on Data Selection 'qhat IS, what kinds 4

of-problems te0ers gave'pdpils to solve, and.in what order the probleMs were

presented).. ,Ae Pattern of pupil responses was.clearli not random, according

to a ChiLs uare test of significance, with p(..0l. As regards the major

categories, pupil's focused on cognitive aspectls of the fesson much more than

any other aspect, and this was trne for allq ability groups, though the middle:

achievers- tended to be the leaters'here.
\

Interestingly enough, pupils concentrated On cognitive aspects of the

lesson,irien more than teachers. Two-thirds of pupil comments, as compared'

with leiss than one7half of teaChe Comments, related to cognitive a6pects

they:observed. Also; of.interest was the fact that there were no statistiCally'

ignificant differences between teachers of high and low pupil gain scores

wilh regard to how frequently they referred to cognitive aspeEts of, the lessons

they. obServed.

Variation in Teacher Response by Lesson

The informhLion prespnted here so far is all contained in the final

rep)rt of the Study on Teacher and Pupil Pere tions of Classroom Interactions.

thAp paper provided an opportunIty to do s me further analysis of responses

to-the Teacher Judgment Task. The intriguing question that led to this further

analYsis was whether teachers resPonded very differently to the five individual

lessOns, for the teaching in these lessOns was quite varied. The differences

in'negative responses to Lessons 2 and 3, which wa.; mentioned earlier, suggested

that other differences might well exist. 'For this paper, the areddwere

seleced where.statisticaliy 'significant differences were found between .

responses of teachers with. high and low pupil gain scores,and teacher response%

in these instances have been separated according to lessoh., No tests of

significance have been made of this data, it 10 presented here merely as

descriptive of variations in teacher response.

Table 5 shoWs teacher flueny, pr number-of'codedcomments about the

videotaped lessons. Actually there were no statistically-significant differences'

1 3.
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between teachers of high'and low pupil Lain scores on the number of total
,

comments made. .But fluency did differ from lesson to lesson, so it ls been

included here. Note that the overall means resemble a bell curve as

responses,move across lessons, with frequency of comments increasing Iharkedly

for the third lesson. This pattern is repeated for fifth grade teachers, for

second grade teachers, and for teachers with high pupil gain scores, but.
./

teachers with low pupile..gdin scores have frequencies that look more like a

flat plain interrupted by a mountain peak. It is not'clear Whethe this

difference,in number of comment6 elicited by a lesson.is a function .of the

lesson itself, or of teachers warming to the task, then tiring out. Hopefull,
,

another trine the order in which teachers vfew the lessons'can be varied in

order to answer that question.

'fable 6 shows the/genera'3rfocus that teacher comments took in terms of

the basic category system. It is apliarent that not all teachers had a focus

in Lessons 1, 2, 4, and 5. :That ts,_several teachefs'in those lessons made

one or tOo comments in each category, but had no concentration of comments

within a category area. Less6n YS stands out because of the large number of

Leachers who had a cOgnitive focus to their responses, 104ell as the fact .

Hint One-Lthird of the teachers commented frequently on Genefal Approach.

Cognitive focus was present to a lesser degree in Lessons 1, 2, and 5, but

not in Lesson 4. Lessons 2 and 4 were the only ones In which teachers focused

their comments on instructional materials. These were the two second grade-.

lAsons. Again the general Pattern of responses is repeated fairly Consistently

for each subgroup, fifth grade, second grade, and teachers with high and low

pupil gain scor,es. What this table strongly suggests 1.6 that teachers did

respond differently to the different lesSons 77 they focused on differfnt.

aspects, they viewed the lessons differently,.and they were alert to relevant'

teacher behaviors in fach lesson..



TABLE 5

FLUENCY BY, LESSON
ft

_ Total

Overall Results (N=33)

136

4.12

1-8

170

5.15

.2-9

.

264

8.00

3-15
A.

161

4.88-

2-6

.

145

;4.39

1-11

878

26,67

14-50 .

L-Total Comments

Means
.

.

Range
u

Fifth.Grade
.

(N=18)

, 77

4.28

.

92.

5.11.

136

7.55

81

,4.50

79
N.
4.39

,

.

466

-25.89

Totals

Means

Second Grade N=15)

59

3.93

78

5.20

-.

128

8.53
v

BO

5.33

.
.

66/

4.40

412

27.47

Totals

Means

.....

High Pupil
Gain Score (N=14)

58

4.14

76

5.43

124

8.86

76

5.43

c

.

60

- 4.29

..

395

28.21

I

,

Totals

Moaas

-

Low Pupil
Gain Score (N=19)

78

4.11

94

4.95

.

140

7.37

.

85

4.47'

85

4.47

483

25,42

Totals

Moans

1 5
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TABLE 6

NUMBER OF .TEACHERS. SOOWING

GENERAL FOCUS BY LESSON

(Category Emphasis)

1 2 3

Overall Results (N=33)

General Approach

Materials

Cognitilie Aspects

4

12 11

Fifth,Grade (N=18)

General Approach

Materials

Cognitive Aspects.

3

0

6

2

1

6

6

0

15

Second Grade (N=15)

General Approach

Materials

Cognitive Aspects

1

0

6

2

2

5

5

0

13

High Pupil
Gain Scores (N=14)

General Approach

Materials

Cognitive Aspects 6

2

1

4

5

0

14'

Low.Pupil
Gain Scores (N=19)

General Approach

Mat.erials

,Cegnitive Nspects

4,

0

8

2

2

7

6

o

14

e-

16,

.,

Total

o

4

,

2

0

11

,

21

7

66
.

o

3

1

2

0

6

13

4

34

0

1

3
1

0

0

5

8

1

1

32
.

0

3

1

5

4

31

1

I

.

1 ,

0

6

410
13

3

37
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This becomes even more apparent from Table 7 which presents the

clustering,of teacher ciments by subcategory. Only the, subcategories'

which received special attention from teachers'have been included here.

A cluster (or an x on this Chart) means-that over'half of the teachers in

a subgroup, such as second grade teachers with high pupil gain scores,

commented on.this particular subcategory in relation to a sPecific, lesson.

The left hand columns hare show shifting focus by lesson. Lesson I gathered

comments about Instructibnal Strategy, and nothing else... Lesson 2 had

single clusters for Instructional Strategy, Pupil Use of Materials,'Teacher

Response to Right/Wrong Answers, and'Content Focus, with a double oluster

for Type of Materials, which resulted from,teacherscommentivg on the large

chart the teacher had made. Again Lesson 3 stands out. (This Vas the -

inductive discovery lesson on alternating arrows, where the Ceacher saved

the problem for the child who made an erroi). Here there are heayy clusters

of comments on Instructional Strategy, Teacher Response to Right/Wrong

Answers, Data Selection, and Pupil Learning. In LesSon 4, where pupils
$

worked with individual lattices, the focus of comments was on Pupil Use of

4 Materials. I/.

When specific focus is examined by teacher grodp in the right'hand

columns, a feW differences are apparent. Fitgth grade tea5hers were more apt

In focus on Pupi] Use of Materials.and Teacher Response to Right/Wrong

Answers. Second grade teachers were more apt to focus on Pupil Learning.

Teachers with high pupil gain scores were mor:: apl o focus on .TeaCher Response

Lo Right/Wrong Answers, on Data Selection, and o4 Pupil Learning. Teachers-

with low pupil bin scores were more apt to.comment on Content Focus of the

LcesSon. This latter difference is an interesting one, and onethdt should

he wo-cth pursuing further.

Table 8 shoWs a breakdown of positive and negative judgments by lesson.

Here the over all means show Lesson 4 receiving the most poSitive comMents,

while Lesson 3 receives the most negative commV Across the five lessons

teachers tended to make mgre positive than negative commentsT/ Thts overall

pattern is pretty much repeated by fifth grade teachers and by'teachers with
t

low pupil gain scores, but the/Other two groups break the mold to some degree.

Second grade teachers are somewhat mare negative about both Lessons 2'and 3
k

than are the fifth grade teachers. Teachers with high pupil gain scores are

more negative about Lesson 2 and more positive about Lesson 3 tfian are teachers

with low pupil gain scores. Again there Is an indication that teachers as a.
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TABLE 7

, SPECIFIC FOCUS

GLUSiTRING OF CATEGORIES

Focus By Lesson

Specific Categories

Focus By Group

Low
Gain11

Fifth
'Grade

Second
Grade

High
Gain

General-Approach

XX XX: Instructional XX XX XX XX
XX X XX Strategy XX Xxx XX XXX
Hi

XX

X

Materials

xxx

x

xx xx

Preparation of

Type of
XX

X XX Pupil Use of XXX xxx xxk

Cognitive Aspects

X T. Directions *x

Ii
X

XXX ;

T.kExplanation
xx *xxx XX

XXX : T. Response to
X .XXXx R/W XXXX xx xxxx

X X. X X Content Focus XXX x xxx

XXXXX I Ddta Selection
-

xxx
I

xxxx
!

X Pacing/Time .\ x

I '
XX XXX , X Pupil Learning x xxx x XXXX XX

X

Affective Aspects

X x.Pupil Participation

\

a
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TABLE 8

POSITIVE -NEGATiVE JUDGMENTS

MEAN *ORES BY LESSON

1r. Total

*Overall Results (N=33)
,,

.

4

Positive 1.88 1.94 2.61 . 3.24 2.76 12.42

Negative 1.00 2.03 3.85 .76 .76' 8.40.

Neutral
.

1.27 1.18 1. 8 .88/ \79 5.70
\

Fifth Gnde N718) ' .

Positive 1.94 2.00 2.61 ,3.33 2.61 12.50

Negative 1.22 1.72 3.33 :,50 .61 7.39

Neutral 1.17 1.39 1.61 .61 1.00 5.83
.

.

Second Grade N=155

Positive
.,, .

1.80 1.87 2.60 '3.13 2.03-, 12.334

Nitgative .73 2.4
4,/

1.07 ..93 . .9.60

Noutral 1.40 . 3 1.53 1.13 .53 5.53.,

MO Gains (N=14)

Positive 1 1.71 , 1:71
41110

3.21 2.79 12.64

Negative
,

1.21 9 3.86 1.00 ..79- ,9.50

Noutral. 1.29 ' 1.07 1.79 1.21 .71 6.07
6

i 1.

'Low Gains' =19) .

_
i'osiOve 2.06 . 2.11 2.A \ 3.26 '2.74 i2.79

Negative :84 1.58 3.84 . .59 . ..74, .7.58 ,

,-

Neut+1 1.26 1.26 1.42 .63 .84 5.42

\ .

. r

r

1\9,.



whole responded differently to the teaching procedures they observed in the

,:arious lessons, and that individual teachers.responded differently from

each other.

Table 9 shows the specific focus of teaChers' positive,and negative

judgments.

of negative

Answers and

responses,

Note ihat in Lesson 3, whichils the only lesSon to draw clusters
4 /

,

comments, the categories of Teacher RSponse to Right/Wrong
. N.

Data Selection collect clusters of both positive and negative

The reader may recall thai these two categories.,were also the,,
4.

Ones that pupils focused on in viewing...this videotape -- but pupil comments

were generally neutral. Again we have an indication that both pupils and

teachers perceive relevant aspects of a given lesson, but may respond

differently in judeng the appropriateness of the eeaching behavior they

observe.

Table 10 indicates the number of teacher cements to the effect that

appropriateness of behavior is situational, or that more information is needed

to make a judgment of apprOpriateness. It.is apparent from the small means

when these are broken down by lesson, that these kinds of comments were net .

particularly frequent. Lesson 3 gathers'the largest ntmber of informational

comments. One strong Impression resulting from this lesson by lesson analysis

might well be that Inductive discovery techniques like these used in Lesson 3

ace not well" understood by the teachers who were interviewed. -It's encouraging

that some of them were aware that they needed mere information about this'

strategy. One Particularly interesting item in this table is,that fifth grade

teachers made more situational coiaments about LesSons 2 and 4, which 't.ire

the -second grade lessons, while second grade tdgchers made the moat'ituational-
......g

comments about Lessons 1 and 3, which were fifth\and fourth 'grade lessons%
'

That is, tegchers were apparently willing to say, well,";.thatmav work in.that
7- 4

situation" when they were talking about a grade level.other-than their own,

but not so willing to make such comments about teacheis oni their own grade level.
-

Table 11 shows teacher cpmparispns lesson by' lesson. It seems.clear.that

teacher's as.,,a whole were. mor'e apt.to draw comparis'As between themselves and

a given videotaped teacher than they were to' compare one videotaped,eeacher.t

another. -Of course in Lesson 1, comparisOns to self'w ere fhe cinlykind eo be .

made, since only one videotaped teacher. had been
1seen.

It is also.clear that
. 4 ,

self-comparative statemenfs 'dropped off slowly, lesson b'y lesson. Could this'f,., ,-...

mean perhaps'that as teachers examples Of-varied ways pr approaching
,

the lessons,.they felt less 'defensive about the'procedure they ehemselves had
.'"' J ,,
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TABLE 9'

SPECIFIC-FOCUS'OF JUDGMENTS

Focus 'by Lesson

Positive Judgments

Specific Categories

Fifth
Grade

Focus by Group ,e
Low
Gain

2 3 4

Second

Grade
High
Gain

General Approach

X Instructional X

XX Strategy

Materials

X Type of X X

XXX XX

fi

4

Pupil Use of

Cognitive Aspects

XXXX XX XXX

XX'

XX T. Response.to R/W -?cx

XX . Data S,lection X X

Affective

X Pupil Participation X

Negative Judgments

Focus by Lesson Focus by Group

2 ". 3 5

Fifth -Second High
.Grfde Grade Gain

Low
Gain

Coinitive Aspects

T. Response to R W

Data Selection
%

Pupil Learning

XX XX

2 1



TABLE 10

SITUATIONAL-INFORMATION COMMENTS

MEAN SCORS BY LESSON

1 2 4 5
. ..

Total

Overall ResUltS' (N=33)

:58

.61

'

.61

.

.55 --.33

.52 .55

'

,

.62.58

3.00'

SituatiO<nal\ .52

Informatinnal . .42

Fifth Grade (N=18)

83

.61

..39

.72 .39

.28
.\

2.28
,

,2.61

Situational .11

Informational .33.

Second Grade (N=15)
.

.27

.

153'
4;

.

i

.40

.67

.40

.27

3.0 7

3.20

Situational
110

Informtional .53
,

iiir,h Gains (N=14)
..,

.71

.71

.93
(i)
.64

.29

.57

3.21

3.07

Situational .43

Informational .50

Low Gains (N=19)

.37

.53
..1

.53

.89
.

,

.26

.42

.

.37

.53

2.21

2.74 '

Siruational .58

Informational .37

2 2
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TABLE 11

COMPART.SONSTO SELF AND .TAPED TEACHERS

MEAN SCORES BY LESSON

L . :.
1 ,2 3 4'

.

,5 Total

Overall Results (N=33)
.

1.30

.00

1.15

.73

.

1.09

:76

- .

.55

.67

.55

.39

4.64'

2.58 :

'Self

Tapes

Fifth Grade (N=18)

,

1.28

.00'

.78

.94

,

1.28

.78

t.

'.33

.67

'..61

.50"

-

=,

4.28

2.89

Self

Tapes

Sdlcond Gracie (N=15)

1.33

.00

1.60

.47

-.87

.73 '.67

.47

47

f

5.07

2.20

'

Self

Tapes

High Gains (N=14)

1.50

.00

1.43

.93

79.

.71

.

.79

:93.

.

.79

.38 ,

,

.

6.29

2.93

Self

Tapes

'.1.

km./ an; (N=19)

1.16

.00
,

.95

.53

.58

.79

.37

.47

.37

.42

3.42

2.32

Self

Tapes

2 3
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selected, and thus had less need to compare themselves to the videotape?

Thls would'be another interesting question to pursue further.

SumMary

Teaummarize briefly, the study of Mather Judgments.whiCh waS

embedded in.the larger study of Teacher and Pupil Perceptions of Class-

room Interaction indicates that ,there are sytistically significant

differences in the kinds of comments made by teachers of high and low

pupil.gain,scores, thar teachers aa a whole seem to attend to relevant.

aspects o a given lesson and,respond differently when observing different

teaching procedures, that indiViduai teachers respond differeritially to the

same lesson, land'that phpils ai-e attentive to different aspects,of lessons

than their teachezs. What is "beautiful" to one teacher*may not be

beautiful to another. ito this researcher those differences in perception

are very interesting. Hopefully, with further,study we can learn enough

to make that information useful for teacher training, as well as interesting

..for educational research.

2 4 1
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150h,ENDIX

Ihstructfons,to Teachers:

Using the Lattice (Mathematical Operations)

In this lesison,yriu aill be working with a simple mathematica) system

known 'as a lattice. ,The lattice consists of an ar'rangement of whole numbers

in a way that can be used to perforM (and demonstrate) many different kfnd-

of mathematical operations. A lattice of the_numbeis 0-99, arranged in

tens, is shown below.

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 , 97... 98 99

,80 81 412 83 84. 85 86'' 87 ,88 89,

70 71 72 73 74 75 76, , 77 7 8 79

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 .69

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 :58 59

40 41 42 42 44s 45 46 47 48 49

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 ,39

21 22( 23 24 25 26. 71 28 29

10'' 11 12 13 14 15 16 11' 18 19

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9
I

The lattice may Include more or fewer numbers than the one shown here, and

can be arianged in fives or in other groups as well. .,)Ginerally we have found
1/4

the tens grouping to be the clearest and easieStto use, particularly for

teachers and pupils not.familiar with ii... An array of 0-49 seems-to be the

smallest-sized lattice that still allbws enough leewaY for experimenting

1,

with very different kinds of problems.

The 7rattice is used to demonstrate the relationships between.numbers

and the operations
performed on them by ,using arrows which trace a path f

moves from one number toianother. Thus', in the partial lattice below

.2 5
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30 31' 32 ' 33

b;,%
20. 21 22 23

10-3,11 ,12 13

0 1 2 3

34

24 ,

14

4

V
the solid ariows in group a show the move from 0 to 10 and from there to 11.

The dotted arrow shows the move directly from O. to 11. An unlimited humber

of arrows can connect.numbers in more and less complicated paths. The im-

portant CharaCterlstics of the a'rrows are:that a sideways move (right or

left one space) produces A change of plus or minus 1, and a. vertiEal move

(up or dawn) produces a change of phis or minus 10. Diagonal arrows (in

any of four directions: See group b i the small lattice above). pmduce a

change of plus or minus 11 (10 0= 21; 21e. 10) or plus or minus 9

(10V = 1 ; 1 t'S = 10). Opposite arrows'"cancel" eicii other (10 = 10).

Lattice "problems" are a standard way of explaining hom the lattice

works , by allowing pupils to work throu0,the operations. There are several'

kinds of lktice probleis: :The basic forare illustrated btlow.

1. Ope-arrow problems:
14 --o' = (15) .

20 .= (10)
3 /7 = ( 1 4 )

2. Two-arrow problems:
(5)

3 ft = (14)4
10 = (16)

3. Many-arrow problems:

3 l' t."1 = (2,7)

19 r-- t w = (29)

31 f (34),

4. ,"Missing7arrow" problems:
415 = 26
b)46 = 15
C) 6 = 8

Some possi614 answers (there are many) to #4:

= 26; . 15 f = 26; 15 ItSt '= 26

'b)46er4k = 15; = 15; 46 litr = 15
c) .= 6 ,/se = .8i 6 t-4.t. IA..= 8
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These basic problem formats allow- fdr a wide-range of mathematical
<

prinCiples and operations to be demonstrated and discovered. Possible ob-

.,

c

jecti ves O'f a. fi rs t -1es s on on the' 1 atti ce mi ght i ncl ude:

1. Pupils will learn to solve one-a'rrow (two-arrow) problems'.

2. Pupils will discover all eight,of the one-arrow operations;

3. Pupils will learn that 14 t = 14.,."9 (transi-

tivity).

4. Pupils will lgarn that opposite arrows cancel each

other: 41 = 41.

5. Pupils will learn that there are many (an infinite

number of) ways to get from one number to another.

More complex principles can also be used as the basis of lesson' objective's,

J depending on the teacher's familtArity with the lattice and. do <bildren.'s,

success with impler operations orl it. These include:

6 . Mul ti ple cancel 1 ing

a. the principle that a series of alternating arrows

cancel each other when there are an even number

of them (3 rt t = 3) but ,do not cancel

(and do move .dne step) when there is. an odd nurhber

of ar-F6Ws (3rtri, tt = 13):

b. the principle that the oppostng arrows need not .

be sequenced in pairs in order ,to cancel each

other. (for example, 32 I

7. The system of the la.ttiCe (being able to'project to

points above the top line of nurbers and,identify what

those numbers would be)-.

8. Identification of numerical meaning of the arrows:

--HP = ; = -1; t = +10; 1. = lp = 4- 11 ;

= -11; = +9; )* =,-9,

You may want to practice making up problers with the lattice and

familiarize yourself with the operations that the various Arrow pattehs

describe before trying td teach a lesson.. The lattice is riot ,complicated

and should be fairly easy to use. Your task in this lesson is to teach

pupils something about the lattice -- we are interested in how different -:

-
teachers use this

materL;1 in teaching, so what you teach and how you organtze

2 7
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the leston are:completely up to you. Feel free to exper'iment:

Do not 'feel that'you must try, to teach higher-order_princ;p1es, or

- .

th, at you must teach as much Ets possible about the .lattice. You raay want
. .

r

io doo.so it you feel your pupils can handle it (and you may decide in the

middle of the. lesson'. to yd.:further than you had planned), but different
,

approaches to the lattice are appropriate for d;fferent grades. and ability

.. '
.. - ,

'\ levels. 'Use your judgment -- o y urrupils' back-ground and of,your under-)

, . .
.,..

standing o'f the lattice -- in de idingtwhat and hbw -to-teach.

2: / 0 n.
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